
 

 

Division of Air Pollution Control 
Response to Comments 

 
 
Regarding: Comments on Proposed Amendments to Rules in Ohio Administrative 
Code (OAC) Chapter 3745-15 "General Provisions on Air Pollution Control", OAC Rule 
3745-14-11 “Portland Cement Kilns”, and OAC Rule 3745-17-07 “Control of Visible 
Particulate Emissions from Stationary Sources” 
 
Agency Contact for this Package 
 
Division Contact: Jennifer Van Vlerah, 614-644-3696 or Jennifer.vanvlerah@epa.ohio.gov  
 

 
General Comments 
 
Comment 1: In the Rule Synopsis that Ohio EPA released on November 29, 2022, 

Ohio EPA announced that it did not intend to submit its new proposed 
definition of “malfunction” for inclusion in Ohio’s State 
Implementation Plan (“SIP”). Ohio EPA also announced that it 
intended to ask to remove Ohio Adm. Code 3745-15-06(A)(3) and 
(C) from Ohio’s SIP. Subsequently, Ohio EPA asked the public to 
comment on whether Ohio EPA should also remove paragraph (B) 
(the malfunction reporting rule) and paragraph (D) (the paragraph 
authorizing Ohio EPA’s director to require a preventive maintenance 
and malfunction abatement plan under certain circumstances) from 
the SIP. 
 
The Trade Associations believe it would be preferable to include both 
the new definition of “malfunction” and the malfunction reporting rule 
in the SIP. What is paramount, however, is that Ohio EPA and U.S. 

Ohio EPA held a public hearing on January 6, 2023 and a 30-day public comment period, which 
was extended by 12 days, ending January 18, 2023 regarding the above-mentioned rules. This 
document summarizes the comments and questions received during the public hearing and 
associated comment period. 
 
Ohio EPA reviewed and considered all comments received during the public comment period. By 
law, Ohio EPA has authority to consider specific issues related to protection of the environment 
and public health.  
 
In an effort to help you review this document, the questions are grouped by topic and organized in 
a consistent format. The name of the commenter follows the comment in parentheses. 
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EPA not include the malfunction reporting rule in Ohio’s SIP without 
the proposed “malfunction” definition. Keeping the malfunction 
reporting rule in, but leaving the new definition of “malfunction” out, 
will result in confusion and potential disagreement regarding the 
reporting obligation, and might lead U.S. EPA to argue for its own 
definition of “malfunction.” Ohio companies should not be exposed 
to potentially different Ohio EPA and U.S. EPA definitions of 
“malfunction” for purposes of reporting under the Ohio SIP. The 
Trade Associations note that malfunction reporting overlaps with 
multiple other reporting obligations under the Clean Air Act, including 
Title V deviation reporting, Compliance Assurance Monitoring (CAM) 
program excursion reporting, and section 112(r) release reporting, in 
addition to EPCRA release reporting. Ohio EPA should not create 
needless uncertainty under its malfunction reporting rule by 
disassociating the rule from the definition that makes its application 
clear. In short, Ohio EPA should include both the malfunction 
reporting rule and the definition of “malfunction” in the SIP, or it 
should include neither of them in the SIP. And under no 
circumstances should a malfunction report require or depend upon 
any legal conclusion or admission of liability.  
(Rob Brubaker and Eric B. Gallon, Counsel for Ohio Chemistry 
Technology Council and the Ohio Chamber of Commerce; 
Lindsay Short, Ohio Manufacturers’ Association; Rob 
Brundrett, Ohio Oil and Gas Association; and Chris Zeigler, 
American Petroleum Institute-Ohio (the “Trade Associations”)) 
 

Response 1: After consideration of all comments received, Ohio EPA intends to 
include the definition of ‘malfunction’ in the SIP. Specifically, Ohio will 
request U.S. EPA approval of these rules into the SIP as follows: 

• OAC rules 3745-14-11, 3745-15-01, 3745-15-03 and 3745-15-
05 in their entirety; 

• OAC rule 3745-15-06, except paragraphs (A)(3) and (C) are 
requested to be excluded from the SIP; and 

• OAC rule 3745-17-07, except paragraphs (A)(3)(c) and 
(B)(11)(f) are requested to be excluded from the SIP. 

 
3745-15-01 Definitions 
 
Comment 2: The Trade Associations support Ohio EPA’s proposed definition of 

“malfunction” in Ohio Adm.Code 3745-15-01, and thank Ohio EPA 
for its consideration of the Trade Associations’ prior comments on, 
and suggested improvements to, that definition.  
(Rob Brubaker and Eric B. Gallon, Counsel for Ohio Chemistry 
Technology Council and the Ohio Chamber of Commerce; 
Lindsay Short, Ohio Manufacturers’ Association; Rob 
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Brundrett, Ohio Oil and Gas Association; and Chris Zeigler, 
American Petroleum Institute-Ohio (the “Trade Associations”)) 

 
Response 2:  Thank you for your comment. 
 
3745-15-06 Malfunction of equipment; scheduled maintenance; reporting. 
 
Comment 3: The Trade Associations also generally support Ohio EPA’s proposed 

amendments to Ohio EPA’s scheduled maintenance rule (Ohio 
Adm.Code 3745-15-06(A)) and malfunction reporting rule (Ohio 
Adm.Code 3745-15-06(B)). However, the Trade Associations 
continue to recommend a modification to the language requiring a 
written report for malfunctions that last longer than twenty-four hours. 
The current rule language requires a written report only if a 
malfunction lasts longer than seventy-two hours, and Ohio EPA has 
not indicated that the existing rule language has deprived the agency 
of necessary or important information regarding otherwise short 
malfunctions. As a compromise, and to shield owner/operators from 
unnecessary paperwork (during what are typically crisis 
circumstances at the plant), the Trade Associations again urge that 
Ohio EPA require written reports only for malfunctions that last more 
than forty-eight hours. Moreover, given the difficulty that 
owner/operators often face in gathering the necessary information to 
include in the written reports, the Trade Associations urge Ohio EPA 
to retain the existing language providing two weeks to submit the 
written report.  
(Rob Brubaker and Eric B. Gallon, Counsel for Ohio Chemistry 
Technology Council and the Ohio Chamber of Commerce; 
Lindsay Short, Ohio Manufacturers’ Association; Rob 
Brundrett, Ohio Oil and Gas Association; and Chris Zeigler, 
American Petroleum Institute-Ohio (the “Trade Associations”)) 

 
Response 3: Ohio EPA continues to believe the requirement to submit a written 

statement within one week for malfunctions that continue for more 
than twenty-four hours is reasonable. Source malfunctions of twenty-
four hours or more are significant events that need to be 
communicated in a timely manner to Ohio EPA. Therefore, this 
provision will be finalized as proposed. 

 
Comment 4: “Does Ohio EPA not believe that any of the new provisions proposed 

under 3745-15-06(A) are likely to be rejected by USEPA if submitted 
as part of the SIP? It seems like the only provision under subsection 
A that OEPA is not going to submit as part of the SIP is the one that 
was specifically identified under the SIP Call. However, some of the 
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new provisions under subsection A also appear to be vulnerable.” 
(Aron Schnur, Beveridge & Diamond PC) 

 
Response 4: Ohio EPA has extensively engaged with U.S. EPA on this 

rulemaking, and they have not expressed concerns with these 
portions of the proposed regulations, nor did they submit official 
comments indicating any concerns. 

 
Comment 5: Several of the proposed revisions in OAC 3745-15-06 are in addition 

to, and/or are to occur at a higher frequency than what is already 
required under Title 40, Code of Federal Regulations (CFR), Chapter 
I, Subpart C, Part 63 – “National Emission Standards for Hazardous 
Air Pollutants for Source Categories”, Subpart A – “General 
Provisions.”, namely §63.10(d)(5)(i) and (ii). Such Ohio regulatory 
changes stand to create unnecessary confusion, and additional 
requirements which go above and beyond existing reporting 
timeframes without any substantial meaningful benefit to the 
community at large. In order to avoid such excessive complexity in 
reporting requirements, OESI urges Ohio EPA to make its proposed 
reporting requirements under OAC 3745-15-06 consistent with, and 
no more stringent than those under 40 CFR §63.10(d)(5)(i) and (ii), 
since the existing federal regulatory framework is generally more 
concise, easier to navigate and more than sufficient for its intended 
purpose.  
(Thomas P. Pappas, Ohio Environmental Services Industries) 

 
Response 5: 40 CFR Part 63 is the National Emissions Standards for Hazardous 

Air Pollutants (NESHAP) and only applies to sources subject to that 
federal regulation. OAC 3745-15-06, on the other hand, applies more 
generally to malfunctions at a wider variety of sources in Ohio. 
Furthermore, the proposed reporting requirements under OAC 3745-
15-06 are not more stringent than the NESHAP reporting 
requirements. Ohio’s rules have been in place for many years to 
enable Ohio EPA to respond quickly to events regulated under this 
rule. First, this rule addresses the need for Ohio EPA to review and 
approve schedule maintenance requests in a timely manner. 
Second, Ohio’s malfunction rules are intended to provide necessary 
information to Ohio EPA in a timely manner in order to enable Ohio 
EPA to respond quickly under malfunctioning conditions, address 
critical concerns if there are potential health threats and respond to 
public inquiries during these situations. We believe the reporting 
timelines we have established are critical to fulfilling Ohio EPA’s role 
under this rule.   
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Comment 6: Columbus DPU reiterates its request from our July 8, 2022 draft rule 
comments that Ohio EPA add express language allowing for a rolling 
maintenance program in OAC 3745-15-06(A)(3). 
 
The updated rule should read, " ... The director shall authorize the 
shutdown of the air pollution control equipment if, in the director's 
judgment, the situation justifies continued operation of the source. 
When multiple process units share common Air Pollution 
Control Equipment and the owner is able to isolate one unit at a 
time for maintenance while the remaining process units and 
APCE continue to operate, the Director shall (may) authorize a 
rolling program of routine maintenance upon request for 
authorization of scheduled maintenance for the first unit. Owner 
must provide a description and justification of activities and a 
preliminary schedule for the rolling maintenance program and 
provide periodic schedule reviews and updates according to 
the Director's authorization. Any written report submitted .... " 
 
Ohio EPA provided this response to Columbus DPU's original 
request: 
 
Response 12: Ohio EPA is currently under a tight timeline for this 
rulemaking due to the pending SSM SIP call. The suggested 
changes are editorial in nature and do not change the intent of the 
rule. This suggestion may be considered the next time these rules 
are revised. 
 
Ohio EPA's response is inconsistent with the Public Hearing Notice 
for this Proposed Rulemaking which excludes OAC 3745-15-
06(A)(3) from the agency response to the SIP call: 
"Ohio EPA plans to submit the above-mentioned rules to U.S. EPA 
for inclusion/amendment to Ohio's plan, except for OAC rule 3745-
15-01(P), 3745-15-06(A)(3) or 3745-15-06(C)." 
 
Columbus DPU's comment requests an improved regulatory process 
that allows Ohio EPA and numerous operators with multiple source/ 
common APCE configurations to reduce redundant 
paperwork and communication. Columbus DPU anticipates that it will 
have frequent, scheduled maintenance authorization requests in the 
next few years which would benefit if Ohio EPA adopts its proposed 
language during this-rather than a future-rulemaking. 
 
Specifically, Columbus DPU operates two wastewater treatment 
plants with six or ten digester units at each plant. Both plants will be 
rehabilitating their digesters over the next several years. 
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Columbus DPU expects to utilize rolling maintenance programs 
during this process, with every digester coming out of service at 
some point. Columbus DPU is also planning to utilize our digesters 
for energy production for our plants, and to begin acceptance of 
organic wastes from outside our plants. This program will offer 
significant benefits to both our customers and the environment, but 
also entail additional responsibility to our utility. In short, the upkeep 
and maintenance of these digester units will become even more 
critical. We expect that, without Columbus DPU's suggested 
language in OAC 3745-15-06(A)(3), Columbus DPU would be 
continually submitting (and Ohio EPA reviewing) authorization 
requests for scheduled digester maintenance. 
 
Columbus DPU strongly believes that OAC 3745-15-06(A)(3) should 
offer operators with an established need for routine maintenance of 
multi-source systems an opportunity to establish 
rolling maintenance programs for their equipment without the need 
to seek re-authorization for each unit's step in the program. 
Columbus recommends that the above suggested text insertion 
will provide opportunity for operators and Ohio EPA to work together 
to streamline administration of this rule.  
(Janean Weber, Columbus Department of Public Utilities) 
 

Response 6: This would be a significant change to the regulatory framework and 
a change of this nature would likely take significant time to work out 
the details. As noted in the previous response, we are focusing our 
current rulemaking effort to address the SSM SIP call and are under 
a very tight timeline. We may consider this request in a future 
rulemaking.  
 
In the meantime, the existing rule provisions allow flexibility to allow 
annual permissions if a company has a series of scheduled 
maintenance activities throughout the year (i.e., routine scrubber or 
baghouse maintenance, inspections requiring shutdown of the 
control equipment, etc.). We understand you have been working with 
Ohio EPA staff regarding prior requests and how to address these 
types of concerns given the current regulatory framework. We 
encourage you to continue those discussions. 

 
Comment 7: With regard to the proposal to revise the SIP to remove OAC rule 

3745-15-06 (B), (C) and (D) in their entirety, Columbus DPU supports 
the proposed revision. The success of Ohio's SIP is appropriately 
drawn from compliance with emission standards and permit limits. 
But the collection of information and Director's discretions for 
remediation of malfunction situations covered by OAC 3745-15-
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06(B), (C) and (D) is not so critical to the general compliance-based 
success of the SIP that it merits the federal oversight imposed by 
inclusion in the SIP. Ohio EPA should be free to address 
malfunctions with case-by-case discretion and potentially change 
these rule sections to improve efficiency or flexibility without concern 
for altering its SIP commitments and the attendant additional federal 
rigor. The manner in which Ohio and its 
permittees address malfunctions are not germane to SIP success 
and do not need federal oversight or constraint. 
 
While it may be appropriate and necessary to retain OAC 3745-15-
06(A)(1) and (2) in the SIP, the Director's discretion afforded by OAC 
3745-15-06(A)(3) to encourage source maintenance in support of 
compliance is also appropriately removed from the SIP with the same 
justifications stated above for OAC 3745-15-06(B), (C) and (D). 
Thus, Columbus DPU supports Ohio EPA in the proposed removal 
of OAC 3745-15-06(A)(3) from the SIP. 
(Janean Weber, Columbus Department of Public Utilities) 
 

Response 7: Thank you for your comment. After consideration of all comments 
received, Ohio EPA intends to request U.S. EPA approval of these 
rules into the SIP as follows: 

• OAC rules 3745-14-11, 3745-15-01, 3745-15-03 and 3745-15-
05 in their entirety; 

• OAC rule 3745-15-06, except paragraphs (A)(3) and (C) are 
requested to be excluded from the SIP; and 

• OAC rule 3745-17-07, except paragraphs (A)(3)(c) and 
(B)(11)(f) are requested to be excluded from the SIP. 

 
Comment 8: OAC rule 3745-15-06(A)(3)(a) as proposed requires identification of 

“permit application number”.  Permit application numbers are 
assigned by Ohio EPA for internal use.  Facilities receive permit 
numbers and emissions unit numbers.  The term should be changed 
to “permit number, emissions unit number(s)”: 

(a) The identification, including the Ohio EPA facility identification 
number and permit application number, emissions unit 
number(s)and location of the specific source for which air 
pollution control equipment will be taken out of service.  

(Andrew Weisman, Regional Air Pollution Control Agency) 
 
Response 8: Ohio EPA is currently under a tight timeline for this rulemaking due 

to the pending SSM SIP call. The suggested changes are editorial in 
nature and do not change the intent of the rule. This suggestion may 
be considered the next time these rules are revised. 
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Comment 9:  OAC rule 3745 -15-06(A)(3)(d) needs to be reworded from: 

(d)  Measures such as the use of off-shift labor and equipment that 
will be taken to minimize the length of the scheduled 
maintenance.   

To  

(d)  Measures such as the use of off-shift labor and equipment that 
will be taken and any equipment used to minimize the length 
duration of the scheduled maintenance.   

(Andrew Weisman, Regional Air Pollution Control Agency) 

Response 9: Ohio EPA is currently under a tight timeline for this rulemaking due 
to the pending SSM SIP call. The suggested changes are editorial in 
nature and do not change the intent of the rule. This suggestion may 
be considered the next time these rules are revised. 

 
3745-17-07 Control of visible particulate emissions from stationary sources. 
 
Comment 10: Finally, the Trade Associations support Ohio EPA’s proposal to 

maintain the existing malfunction/shutdown exceptions to the opacity 
limits for stack emissions and fugitive dust in Ohio Adm.Code 3745-
15-07, but remove them from Ohio’s SIP. As noted above, the Trade 
Associations disagree with U.S. EPA’s contention that such 
exceptions are inconsistent with the Clean Air Act. Unless and until 
the D.C. Circuit reverses U.S. EPA’s finding that such exceptions are 
substantially inadequate to meet federal Clean Air Act requirements, 
however, it is reasonable to continue providing the 
malfunction/shutdown exceptions under state law only.  
(Rob Brubaker and Eric B. Gallon, Counsel for Ohio Chemistry 
Technology Council and the Ohio Chamber of Commerce; 
Lindsay Short, Ohio Manufacturers’ Association; Rob 
Brundrett, Ohio Oil and Gas Association; and Chris Zeigler, 
American Petroleum Institute-Ohio (the “Trade Associations”)) 

 
Response 10: [Note: it is assumed the author intended to cite OAC rule 3745-17-

07]. Thank you for your comment.  
 

End of Response to Comments 


